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Anonymous Poll

What types of assessments do you 
currently use in math classes?



Anonymous Poll

Do those assessments tie directly to 
your course-level student learning 
outcomes?



Today’s Environment

 Students as “Customers”
 Lack of Preparation
 Ties between classes and the “real” world 

are lacking
What does an “A” mean? “Passing” mean?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
My name is Sharona Byrnes, I am an instructor in the math department. I have been teaching math at the university level off and on for over 25 years. In Spring 2017, I participated in CETL’s course redesign program. As part of that program, I completely changed my grading system, and I’m here to share my experiences of this change, as well as share how this is informing Cal State LA’s implementation of EO 1110 through a redesigned statistics course.Let’s begin with some background.In the journal “College Teaching”, Holly Hassel and Jessica Lourey published an article “The dea(r)th of student responsibility.” “[Grade] inflation,” as Hassel and Lourey (2005) go on to state, “is a direct consequence of seeing students as customers entitled to a product (credits) that they have paid for, rather than as apprentices, and the result is a weakening of standards and a skewing of instructor and student accountability” (p. 4)Specifically in Math – we know that our students are coming to us with a significant lack of proper preparation, as evidenced by increasing Math GPAs going hand in hand with lower SAT/ACT test scores in math.For Calculus – despite it being one of the most practical and real-world connected of the mathematical courses, lack of outside experience by math instructors in the STEM fields that Calculus supports and a lack of clarity in tieing the course content to those outside applications results in students’ failing to recognize the necessity of the material to their chosen course of study. In looking at the Statistics class, we have recognized the universal applicability of the reasoning skills to analyze data across disciplines, as well as critically taking in conclusions and information that are presented in various fields, jobs, as well as the popular and scholarly press.From Linda Nilson’s Specifications Grading (2007) book – “In Theory, educators agree that an A should signify an exceptional level of achievement. The student should have to display a superb command of the subject matter and the ability to apply, analyze, evaluate, and even create with it. A grade of B is supposed to indicate a good but not outstanding level of achievement – that is, at least a solid grasp of the material and the ability to perform some higher-order cognitive operations on it. A grade of C should represent a fair level of achievement, implying some mastery of most of the material and perhaps some ability to use it. Let’s see how well traditional grading supports this description of grades.



Traditional Grading Systems

 Student learning outcomes at the course level
How to assess them?

 Partial Credit as a Game
Who has the responsibility for a grade?
 How to master complex material? 

The importance of time and repeated assessment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As you know, there has been a huge push in recent years to focus on student learning outcomes at the institution, program and course levels. However, assessment has traditionally been focused at the institutional and program levels, with little work to tie assessment of the success in achieving student learning outcomes at the course level. Has a student who earned an A in a course achieve all of the learning outcomes at an exceptionally high level of competency or merely at a satisfactory level? Often a passing grade in a course does not certify competency in any of the outcomes. Especially in a pre-requisite course like Calculus where there is specific content knowledge, concepts and procedural skills that are needed for future courses, as are the higher level skills often referenced in student learning outcomes.Partial credit points turn grades into a game, the object of which is to maximize the number of points towards one’s grade with the lowest possible investment of time and effort.This game, which can be somewhat mean spirited, does not inspire students’ motivation to learn. Nor does it seem to further their desire to improve performance. If you lose “too many” points too early, you are sunk. Students do not argue for points based on the quality of their work, but rather on any possible basis.  Additionally, students and professors can be adversarial, with students trying to wheedle, cajole, and otherwise gain points being “held” by the professor. This has the effect of the professor becoming the gatekeeper of the grades, and “owning” responsibility for the students’ grade (at lease in the students’ minds).Finally, in their book “Make It Stick: The Science of Successful Learning” Brown, Roediger, and McDaniel describe the brain research that shows the necessity of time, interleaved effort (where you don’t focus on a single topic or skill at one time), and repeated assessment as being the most effective in providing for long term retention of material. In a traditional points system, repeated assessment can lead to too many “points” being awarded just for attempting the same content. Therefore, content is rarely assessed more than once or twice.



Mastery-Based Grading or
Standards-Based Grading
 Specific standards developed that tie course content directly to 

student learning outcomes

 Frequent – low-stakes assessments (Quizzes, Uber Quizzes, Final 
Exam)

 Everything is rubric graded 

 Standards: Mastery, Proficiency, Developing, Beginning, Not 
Assessable

 Problems: Completely correct, correct with minor errors, incorrect 
but on the right path, incorrect and not approached correctly, not 
assessable

 Why change?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In Spring 2017, I switched to mastery-based grading. What is mastery-based grading/specifications-based grading?In MBG, specific standards that tie course content directly to the learning outcomes of the course are developed.In my Calculus II course, there are 15 student learning outcomes for the course that were developed at the departmental level. These roll up to 10 program outcomes for the Bachelor’s degree in mathematics, which further roll up to institutional SLOs. I have taken these 15 student learning outcomes and tied the course content directly to them through the use of 25 specific content standards and 10 mathematical practice standards.An example of a content standard in my course is “Recognize the conditions of the Divergence test  and be able to apply them in a particular situation.” Note that this standard has both lower level Bloom’s taxonomy ”know” or “remember” learning as well as the higher level “apply” criterion. An example of a practice standard in my course is “Demonstrate perseverance in tackling unfamiliar problems including multiple problem solving approaches, multiple methods of communicating work (numerically, algebraically, graphically, in writing).”Everything in the course is rubric graded, as shown on my slide.Why change – putting responsibility for the grade back on the student. It is on them to succeed. In a minute, I’ll show you how I do that.



Example - Quiz Problem – Assessing Content
 Describe the first four terms of the following sequence

 𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛+1 = �
2𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛 − 1, 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
3𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛 + 1, 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜

, 𝑎𝑎1 = 6

 Correct Work:

 𝑎𝑎1 = 6, 𝑎𝑎2 = 2 6 − 1 = 11,𝑎𝑎3 = 3 11 + 1 = 34,𝑎𝑎4 = 2 34 − 1 = 67

• 𝑎𝑎2 = 2 6 − 1 = 11

• 𝑎𝑎3 = 2 11 − 1 = 21

• 𝑎𝑎4 = 2 21 − 1 = 41

• 𝑎𝑎2 = 3 6 + 1 = 19

• 𝑎𝑎3 = 3 19 + 1 = 58

• 𝑎𝑎4 = 3 58 + 1 = 175

Typical Incorrect Work:

• 𝑎𝑎2 = 2 6 − 1 = 11

• 𝑎𝑎3 = 3 11 − 1 = 33

• 𝑎𝑎4 = 3 33 + 1 = 100

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is a typical exam problem for sequences. (Explain problem). The work on the left – has a little clarity about a sequence where the next term relies on the previous term, but really does not understand how the sequence functions. In a traditional system, this might get 4 or 5 points out of 10. This work clearly shows a fundamental lack of understanding of the “Concept” of a recursively defined sequence. The student is just computing everything that they can, in order to hope that if the correct numbers are in there somewhere, they will get a bunch of points.In theory, the student on the left could amass enough points in this fashion to “pass” the class, but really has absolutely no real understanding of what they are doing.The work on the right - an early arithmetic mistake leads to incorrect numbers, but the concept of the sequence is clearly understood. In a traditional grading system, this might get 7 or 8 points out of 10. Or – if the instructor was only concerned about the correct answers (such as with scantron or multiple choice exams) it might do even worse than the work on the right.This student has either made a simple arithmetic mistake, or may even have more fundamental challenges with numeracy skills. But they DO ”get” the sequence concept.In the MBS system, the work on the left leads to a score on the appropriate standard of ”Developing” while the one on the right gets a score of “Proficient” and the correct work would lead to a standard score of “Mastery”.



Example - Quiz Problem – Assessing Content

 Find the radius of convergence for ∑𝑘𝑘=0∞ 5𝑘𝑘(𝑥𝑥−3)𝑘𝑘

7𝑘𝑘+2

Correct Work:

 Ratio test results in 5(𝑥𝑥−3)
7

< 1

 Solving this inequality gets you the interval 8
5

, 22
5

Typical Incorrect work:

 Not using the ratio test

 Not knowing to set the result of the ratio test to be less than 1

 Not being able to solve an absolute value inequality

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is another typical exam problem for Power series. I commonly see three different types of mistakes. Which one is the “most important” for determining if a student knows the material from the class? How long will we hold errors in Algebra against a student?The question I had to ask myself was, How does not being able to solve an absolute value inequality relate to the student learning outcomes of the course? What am I demonstrating to my students that is important in the class?Reference to just-in-time skills refresh about absolute value.



Grading to Allow for Demonstration of Mastery
 Two assessment opportunities through in class quizzes 

and uber quizzes

 Reassessment quizzes – upon request
 Other requirements: mandatory homework completion, 

mandatory participation in a group project

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A critical piece of the Mastery based grading (and the incorporation of a growth mindset) is the ability to “fail forward”. To fail early, even fail often, but recover and still achieve. Does a student who has complete mastery of the material of the course by the end deserve a lower grade than a student who was able to “keep” up all along? Are we really grading our course? Or their previous knowledge?To assess the standards, students take weekly quizzes and three times a semester they have Uber Quizzes (bigger quizzes – e.g. midterms). On the weekly quizzes, anywhere from 3 to 5 standards are assessed. On the uber quizzes, there are usually 8-10 content standards and all 10 practice standards assessed.After the standard has been assessed twice, a ”grade” for that standard (Mastery, Proficiency, Developing, Beginning or Not Assessable” is assigned. At that point, students have the ability to request to re-assess that standard. I write a reassessment quiz which is given to that specific student in workshop, office hours, or at other times by appointment. Student can reassess as often as they like, on as many standards as they like. However, each reassessment is on a single standard, and takes 10-15 minutes, so there is significant impact on the student in terms of required time.Problems are also rubric graded. Problems are rated as Completely correct, correct with minor errors, incorrect but on the right path, incorrect and not approached correctly, not assessable.The other requirements allow for additional required work as necessary but not sufficient. Homework is necessary for success, but does not demonstrate mastery of the material. I use an online homework system that provides opportunities to rework problems to improve grades. 80% of homework assignments need to be completed with a score of 80% or above to pass the class, with higher grade levels needed for A’s and B’s.I also require participation in a group project. The project is not graded, just assessed as meeting basic requirements or not meeting them. If they meet basic requirements and the group determines that students have participated, then the student “passes” the group project.



Results

 Clarity of Grades – clear distinction between Success 
and Failure

 Almost no “C” grades. Mostly A, B, and F.
 Increased focus on higher level thinking (analyze, 

model, create, critique)
 Student Empowerment

 Growth Mindset focused – opportunities to Fail Forward

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Explain the absence of “C” grades. Is this a math threshold? Or does it happen across the board?? According to an informal survey of MBG practitioners, this bimodal grading distribution is typical.We have an increased focus on higher level thinking through the practice standards. Students are empowered as they get to decide how hard to work to improve their grades.Proves the need for learning outcomes that align with activities. Growth mindset focused – every quiz is an opportunity to learn from your mistakes, improve, and try again.



In Summary: Mastery-Based Grading

 Reduces scheming and grade grubbing

 Places the onus on students for their grades
 Assessments are kinder and track with studies in cognition

 Interleaved Practice

 Repetition

 Increase metacognition and self-awareness in students

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I think you can get better, but its on you.Moving away from points systems – what do the students think? They love it, but they don’t. They like points, but they game it.



Anonymous Poll

How interested are you in implementing a 
mastery-based/standards-based grading 
scheme?



Mastery-Based Grading At Scale: Is It 
Possible?

 Challenges in implementing MBG at scale

 Reassessment is a time sink
 Close course coordination challenges

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I am the course specialist working on the redesign of the GE statistics course at Cal State LA. For reference, we are expecting up to 90 sections of the course this fall, along with up to 50 sections of the co-requisite support course.I had to ask myself, how do we do this at scale? I could have upwards of 50 instructors in a highly coordinated, tightly controlled course. In my Calculus course, I dedicate a lot of time and effort to providing re-assessment opportunities. I don’t know this is possible at scale. What the heck do we do?



In the Chat Pod…

 How many sections of each pathway course will 
you be offering in Fall 2018? 

 If you have chosen a co-requisite/support course 
model, how many co-requisite sections will you 
be offering?



Using Thoughtful Grading to Design Math 
1090 - Statistics

Grading pieces

 Low stakes, high importance:

 Attendance

 Pre-reading

 Adaptive online 
homework

 In class clickers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Students will have to earn “badges” to make them “eligible” for different grades in the course (metaphor - getting/keeping your job). Three levels of attendance badges, participation badges.



Using Thoughtful Grading to Design 
Math 1090 - Statistics

Grading pieces
High(er) stakes - tied to course outcomes

Exams

Labs

Offline/paper homework exercises

Paper/Project (Poster opportunity for A/B students)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Students will have to perform on higher stakes assessments that are tied to the course outcomes in order to get their passing grade (A/B/C).In the process of developing rubrics for all assessments, and working on how to tie them to SLOs while managing instructor workload.



Technology As a Critical Tool to Support 
Strong Assessment

Online textbook
 E-book with pre-reading quizzes

 Adaptive homework

Canvas Integration
 Deep integration for gradebook support

 Integration of clickers for participation

Canvas Tools
 Online discussion boards (graded for participation)

 Rubric grading and Learning Mastery gradebook



Questions?

Feel free to contact me:
Sharona Krinsky
sbyrnes@calstatela.edu or 
sharonakrinsky@gmail.com
310-567-2705

mailto:sbyrnes@calstatela.edu
mailto:sharonakrinsky@gmail.com
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